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Title: BR Blue Class 20 Add-On Livery
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
RailSimulator.com
Publisher:
Dovetail Games
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2015

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (
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Nice addition with one major issue if you like to operate trains at night: One side of the interior cab view has misaligned
instrument dial lights - so that the dial lights appear to be floating off into space. If DTG fixes the instrument dial light issue, I'll
edit this review to a thumbs up.. Nice addition tp base model. These blues have a good grubbiness while maintaining a nice
metallic reflection underneath. Recommended.. Nice addition tp base model. These blues have a good grubbiness while
maintaining a nice metallic reflection underneath. Recommended.. Not really much to say about this apart from that it's Class
20's but in BR Blue. Certainly ideal for scenario makers that like or focus on the BR era and the loco's do look weathered which
is a nice touch.. Not really much to say about this apart from that it's Class 20's but in BR Blue. Certainly ideal for scenario
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makers that like or focus on the BR era and the loco's do look weathered which is a nice touch.
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